Join WoW Members for a Night at the Theater!

See *The Sessions*

on Wednesday, October 3, 2012 at 7pm

City Cinemas Angelika Film Center
18 West Houston Street

Join us a screening of *The Sessions*. Based on the poignantly optimistic autobiographical writings of California-based journalist and poet Mark O’Brien, *The Sessions* tells the story of a man confined to an iron lung who is determined at age 38 to experience emotional and physical love. With the help of his therapists and the guidance of his priest, he sets out to make his dream a reality.

WoW cultural events are part of the WoW social activities that help promote the participation of women in science by establishing strong networks of support and exchange of various academic and personal issues that strengthen connections and raise awareness of key issues to help support women in their studies and retain them in the sciences.

All Are Welcome.